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ARE YOU READY FOR MULTIENGINE TAKEOFF?

Extensively Revised Third Edition!

This is a complete guide to multiengine flying, from the first time a pilot transitions into a two-engine
airplane through advanced ratings. Single engine and multiengine aircraft differ in many critical ways --
Multiengine Flying covers every one in clear, readable detail. Written with insight by a renowned educator,
pilot, and aviation expert, this new third edition additionally covers emergency procedures, advanced
systems, and high altitudes with all the latest Practical Test Standards. It prepares pilots for FAA tests for
multi-engine certification, with special emphasis on the technology, testing, and job market affecting
multiengine pilots and craft, including:

* Aerodynamic properties of multiengine airplanes

* Safety precautions and procedures

* Emergency situations

* Multiengine vs. single engine aircraft

* Advanced multiengine engines and systems

* Preparing for oral and flight exams for the multiengine rating

* Propeller, fuel, and electrical system differences

* Progressive transition from beginning to advanced multiengine flying

* Changes in FAA Practical Test Standards/Certification requirements

* And much, much more!

Whether you're involved with first-time transition -- or you’re working toward advanced ratings --
Multiengine Flying will help you progress effectively and efficiently.

Inside, you get coverage of:



* Takeoff and landing

* Engine out procedures

* Electrical systems

* Equipment lists and AFMs

* Turboprops

* High-altitude operations

* Cockpit resource management

* Glass cockpit systems

* Computerized training

* And much, much more!
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From reader reviews:

Beth Stewart:

This book untitled Multi-Engine Flying to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that is
because when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this specific book
in the book shop or you can order it by means of online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no
reason to you personally to past this guide from your list.

Carol Ray:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or go to the outside with them family members or
their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or playing
video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a
book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day long to
reading a book. The book Multi-Engine Flying it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of
individuals who recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not
have enough space to create this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore simply to read this book
from your smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book has high quality.

Manuel Rose:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this Multi-Engine Flying e-book written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who also read
the book. Written within good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still hesitation Multi-Engine Flying as good book not only by the cover
but also by content. This is one book that can break don't determine book by its include, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already alerted
you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Rachel Morris:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our information for everything. By a book we can know
everything you want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year seemed
to be exactly added. This guide Multi-Engine Flying was filled with regards to science. Spend your free time
to add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has diverse feel when they reading
some sort of book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a guide. In the
modern era like today, many ways to get book you wanted.
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